RCA-GDR001-26

GRID DISH REFLECTOR
User's Manual

Before you begin.. TURN OFF
connecting to the antenna system.

ALL POWER

Assembly
1. Align the Front plate, Grid Dish, Right Angle plate, and
the backplate.
2. Insert the 4 pieces of bolt on the four holes to hold the
four parts together.
3. Tighten the nut until the four plates hold firmly.
4. Remove your Antenna from the old mast and take note
of the direction of the front.
5. Locate the front of the antenna and draw a cross
hash (+) 15mm from the top of the lateral vertical center.
Use a pencil to mark this point.
6. Mount the Antenna on the U-boom with the front
surface area facing the center of the Grid.
7. Align the cross hash (+) so that it will align with the
center of the Grid dish.
8.Mount the antenna firmly on the U- boom by using the
supplied Antenna metal Wrap.
9.With all the Dish system assembled, mount the Grid
dish system on the mast.
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10.The Grid dish should be similar with the antenna
direction of your original antenna.
11.Tighten the U-clamp to hold the Dish Grid system.
Note:
The antenna now is reversed from the original
position.

Parts Check List
Make sure your package includes the items shown
below:
Grid Dish

Mast Clamp

Front Plate

Right Angle Plate

U-Boom_Backplate
assemly

Metal wrap

Tools
Make sure to have the following tools when assembling
your Grid Disk Reflector.
- Bolt wrench
- Screw driver
- Ladder

Bolt and Nuts
D6xL60 mm - 2 pcs
D6xL35mm - 2 pcs
D6xL23mm - 4 pcs
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Assembly
1. Align the Front plate, Grid Dish, Right Angle
plate, and the backplate.
2. Insert the 4 pieces of bolt on the four holes
to hold the four parts together.

2-D6xL60mm. bolts

2-D6xL30mm. bolts

4-D6xL23mm. bolts

3. Tighten the nut until the four plates hold firmly.
4. Remove your Antenna from the old mast and take note of the direction of the front.
5. Locate the front of the antenna and draw a cross hash (+) 15mm from the top of the lateral vertical
center. Use a pencil to mark this point.
6. Mount the Antenna on the U-boom with the front surface area facing the center of the Grid.
7. Align the cross hash (+) so that
it will align with the center of the
Grid dish.
8.Mount the antenna firmly on
ce
surfa
the U- boom by using the
Front antenna
of the
supplied Antenna metal Wrap.

9.With all the Dish system assembled, mount the Grid dish system on the mast.

10.The Grid dish should be similar with the antenna direction of your
original antenna.
11.Tighten the U-clamp to hold the Dish Grid system.
Note:
The antenna now is reversed from the original position.

